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THE LIQUID PROPELLANT ROCKET ENGINE

Preaaure drop in the combustor due to bat rekase. The analyeis of the
ideal rocket motor b baaed on the postulate that combustion takes place
at constant pressure. In praotice, the release of heat in the gas stream in
the combustor is accompanied by a deorewe of both static and stagnation
pressures. The decrease is dependent on the Mach number at the hot
end of the combustion chamber, and beoomes larger aa the ratio of
combustor cross-sectional area A. to throat area A& approaches unity.
The loss in stagnation prwure represents an undesirable inorease in
entropy, a decrease in the effeotive pressure ratio for expansion, and
henoe a loss in speoifio impulse. The following analysis deals with these
effects.
As before, the subscripts i, c, th, and e refer to states a t the injector
end of the combustor, the hot end of the combustor, the nozale throat,
and the nozzle exit. Except for the nonzero velocity in the oombustor,
the oonditions of the analysis are the same as for the ideal rocket motor.
Since the expansion in the nozsle ia isentropic (heat release completed
in the chamber) the Mach number at c ie obtainable from Eq. 210:

The integrated momentum equation, for frictionlw flow in a constant area duct, provides an expression for the dearwe in statio pressure
in the chamber. It ia wumed that Mic! 0.
The simplest way to treat the performance for the owe of nonzero
M, is first to calculate the equivalent plenum chamber pressure and
temperature oorresponding to the oonditiow a t c, and then to oaloulate
the flow proparoiee in the nozzle on the assumption that the gw flow
originatee from this plenum chamber. The temperature T,O and pressure p: of the equivalent plenum ohamber are really 'the stagnation
temperature and pressure at station a. (See UI,+4for disouaaion of atagnation quantities.)

Ah

-

cp(T:
TI)
(3-18)
Eq. 3-18 is simply a statament of the con~ervationof energy, with
the kinetio energy term d;Vi absorbed in the stagnation enthalpy c,Ti.
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Therefore, Ti is the same as T, in the ideal rocket motor of Eq. 2-7, that
is, the so-called adiabatia flame temperature, or simply the chamber
temperature. The static temperature T. is lees than the adiabatio flame
temperature, by aa much a9 10 or 15 per cent for a throatlees motor, but
Only the stagnation
this is of no consequenoe for the e x h ~ w velocity.
t
temperature matters, and this depends only on the thermoohernioal heat
of reaction Ah.
Fig. 0,3d oompares the conditions of the equivalent plenum chamber
with thorn of the aotua ohamber by prmenting the ratio8 p&,, p:/p,,

Fig. 0,Sd. Compuiaon of conditions in equivalent plenum
ohsmber with those in aotual combustion ohamber.

M., and T,/Tf aa funotiona of A./A,L. This figure ie useful as a guide in
carrying out the following computational prooedure recommended for
the performanoe analysis of a rocket motor.
In general, the particular propellant oombhation, the feed pressure,
the nornle l e s t area, the external pressure, and the ohamber dimeneiana
are speoibd in advance. The problem ie to oompute the effective exhawt
velocity c, taking into aooount the effect of the pressure drop in the
oombuation ohamber.
1. From the specified AJAla and 7 , oompute Hafrom Eq. 3-14.
2. With fhis M. and the specified pi, oalculate pa and then pO
, from Eq,3-16
and 8-16.
8. From the apeoified e of the node, and the deotive presme ratio
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p p determine C$ for the equivalent plenum chamber, from Fig.
G,2d and (32%.
4. The thrust is then oaloulated as follows:
5. The oharaoteristic velocity c* depends on the stagnation temperature,
which ia exactly equal to the adiabatio flame temperature. Therefore,
(c*)Qis known, either by thermoohemioal calculation or by experiments
with plenum-type oombustors.
6. The mass flow is then oaloulated in terms of (c*)O:

-

7. Finally, the deotive exhauet velooity is calculated:
c Cg(c*)O

(3-21)

In rooket testing, the chamber preasure is frequently measured at
the forward end of the chamber, through a pressure tap drilled into the
injeotor face. Clearly, this is pi and not p:. Unlaas the measured p1 is
converted by Eq. 3-16 and 3-16 to p:, the reported value of c* will be too
high by as much as 26 per cent (Pig. G,8b) for a throatleaa motor, and
the reported value of CF (experimental)/C~ (theoretioal) will be low
by a comparable error. There effeots ore signifioant for a rocked motor
with a throat diameter equal to 4 or more of the chamber diameter.
If the combustor is not oylindrical, the preceding analysis must be modified. In partioular, Eq, 8-15 holds only for oylindrical combustors; for
other shapes, it is necessary to know the axial diitribution of the heat
release in order to integrate the momentum equation.
It may be noted that the Bame theory can be used to determine the
axial distribution of heat release, i.e. the over-all kinetics of combustion.
Thus, in a cylindrioal ohamber, the variation of M with axial position x is
obtainable from the pressure distribution by means of Eq. 3-16. Then,
from the equation of continuity (Eq. 3-22), the point-by-point static
temperature oan be computed, and from thia, the stagmiion temperature
and the heat release.

G,1. Theoretioal Sped50 Impulse Calculations.

The calculation
of spec%o impulse in Ohe theory of the ideal rooket motor in Art. 2 is
deficient in two very important reapeots: the oombustion gas mixture is
chemically reactive, and the specifio heats vary strongly with temperature. Both these factorrr were ignored there. It is the purpose of this
article to develop the complete theory, with both effeots present. Inek
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with respect to its oprating parameters. The most important of these
is the combustion pressure-the higher the pressure, the lower the
propellant consumption rate for (L given tbruet; but at the same time,
the greater the weight of the pressurization system. For the compressed gas type, the optimum pressure usually works out to lie between 260 and 400 lb/in.'; for the turbopump system, the optimum
is usually near 1000 lb/in.n, but a lower pressure is always employed
to ease the cooling problem. It is clear that the turbopump type i s the
most suitable one for long range, large dse rockets with long firing
durations.
3, simplicity and ruggedness: The great simplicity of the compressed gas
type makes it the moat appropriate system for such applicatione as
emall anti-aircraft guided mid=, which have to be ready for imtantaneous firing with high reliability with a minimum of pre6ring inspection and adjustment. 'l'he same consideration applies to detachable
JATO units.
3. Low cost: The consideration of cost ie important mainly for civilian
applications such as the take-off of heavy cargo plrtnes, and perhaps
rocket travel in the future, For military purposes, cost ia s i g n i h n t
mainly as anindication of manufacturing difficulty, and, therefore, for
mimiles or JATO8 required in very large numbers, the.gas-preasuriaed
type is preferred.
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Additional Material on Nozzle Flow Separation:

Performance Analysis of the Ideal Rocket Motor, Section G,3, Page 458,
Equation (3-5); gives the nozzle static pressure (wall pressure) for flow
separation for severely overexpanded conical nozzles as a function of
atmospheric pressure, for determining the flow separation point for severely
overexpanded conical nozzles.
The additional material which follows from NASA SP-8120, Liquid Rocket Engine
Nozzles, provides the equivalent information for bell nozzles; the nozzle static
pressure (wall pressure) for flow separation for severely overexpanded bell
nozzles (contoured nozzles, parabolic contour nozzles) as a function of
atmospheric pressure and chamber pressure, for determining the flow separation
point for severely overexpanded bell nozzles.

rex

Nozzles designed for vacuum operation have large expansion area ratios in order to achieve
high specific impulse. It is desirable to ground test engines in the course of the development
program. During ground testing, most altitude engines are overexpanded, often to the extent
that the exhaust gas separates from the nozzle wall. This flow separation can result in
serious problems. For example, a nonoptimum (parabolic) contour was selected for the
nozzle of the 5-2 engine in order t o raise the exit wall pressure. The high-exit-pressure nozzle
was supposed to run unseparated at an area ratio of 27 with a chamber pressure of 700 psi.
A wall-pressure minimum that occurred between area ratio of 14 and the nozzle exit
produced an unstable condition that caused unsteady asymmetric separation, especially
during the startup. The large loads that occurred caused various thrust-chamber structural
failures. A short bolt-on diffuser was developed to eliminate separation during mainstage
operation of the J-2 (ref. 23). Restraining arms were attached from the test stand to the
.
nozzle skirt to absorb the separation loads at startup.
Separation of flow occurs when the gas in the boundary layer is unable to negotiate the rise
to ambient pressure at the end of the nozzle. The exact atmospheric pressure at which flow
will separate from the wall of a nozzle cannot be predicted accurately. Various rules of
thumb to predict separation have been suggested; however, general agreement on one of
these methods has , v t been reached. An early rule stated that a danger of separation existed
when the ratio of exit pressure t o ambient pressure was equal t o 0.4. Later methods based
on fitting of experimental results accounted for the increase in overexpansion that can be
obtained with increasing Mach number. A fit of experimental data for short contoured
nozzles over a broad range of nozzle area ratios (ref. 24) indicates that separation will occur
when

where

Pw,

= exhaust-gas static pressure on the wall at separation

Pam, = ambient pressure
PC = chamber pressure = exhaust-gas total pressure

,

The method of reference 25 was the basis for a separation-prediction criterion that includes
the effects of gas properties and nozzle shape on separation. A recent and fairly complete
treatment of flow separation in nozzles is presented in reference 26. The results of the
various prediction methods have shown agreement with experimental data in many cases,
but in general predictions are used only as a guide.
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